
It is said that life is a work of art. It can be colourful and gloom, and

tranquil and chaotic at the same time, For the untrained eyes, art is

beautiful to look at but one that is difficult to comprehend. Art is

everywhere we look; at home, on the road, and at work. Art, is also an

integral part of a creative and productive office environment.

 

Now, do you realise that you're surrounded by art at the WTC complex?

Perhaps you've taken a stroll to our Sculpture Garden or perhaps you've

observed our Lobby Exhibition, or perhaps you've simply passed by our

retail area. Art at WTC is constant, it's a part of Jakarta Land's long-term

commitment to our tenants to present an innovative art programme

that will bring artworks from both Indonesian and foreign artists.

 

Presented in a variety of media at the public areas of WTC, it becomes a

common sight ever since its initial launch in 2013. The first Lobby

Exhibition took place a year later in November where the theme was

Parallel Worlds: When Art and Archeology Collide,   

 

This month, we are bringing The Gift of Looking Inwards, an exhibition

in reference to the lived reality of Islam in Indonesia, to the comfort of

your home. It poses self-inquisitive questions on how one reflects and

interprets their faith in today's society.

 

Take a virtual view on https://www.jakland.com/gallery and enjoy our

first ever online exhibition. The artworks featured prominent and

emerging artists such as Arahmaiani, A. D. Pirous, Agus Baqul, Ginanjar

Yogie, Mujahidin Nurrahman, Patriot Mukmin and Rispul.
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Yours trully,

the community editor

While art can be complicated, it can also be a fun learning experience for your kids (and yourselves, really). As the school

holidays approach, why don't you tour the museums through the Google Arts & Culture application and explore Indonesia's

Sangiran Museum of Ancient Man, the National Museum, the Borobudur Temple, the Prambanan Temple or the Ratu Boko

Temple with a 360-degree Virtual Tour. And if you're feeling international, go visit the National History Museum in London

or Musée d'Orsay in Paris. The world is at your fingertips. 

 

As always, let us know your favourite virtual tour to stara.pedro@jakland.co.id and while you're feeling artsy, don't be shy

to share your artworks as well so we can feature them on the next issue.  
 

 


